
Working the Snookers Tables 
Definitions: 

 

Cash IN:  A player requests chips to buy. 

Cash OUT:   A player leaves cashing out his chips. 

Rake:   A rake is done every hour on the hour. 

Games:   This page entry is for the Blackjack Table. 

Chips:   Chips are Cars. Red chips are $5, $100 each row and $600 a rack 

 

Sign-In sheet 

Sign in as worker  

 

Handling Chips: 

Never leave filled racks on counter 

 

Cash IN Process: 

� Player walks in to play 

� First must check in with leader Ray, or Don 

� Player proceeds to request chips 

� Player lays down cash to purchase chips 

� Worker enters amount on Cash In page and gives player his chips with an empty rack 

� Worker puts cash in drawer 

 

Current Player at Table needs Chips Process: 

 

� Player at the table yells out an amount and a type of chip. $100 Cars. 

� Worker brings the player at the table the 20 chips and a rack receiving the $100 

� Worker enters the $100 on Cash In page 

� Work puts cash in drawer 

 

Rake Process: 

 

� Every hour on the hour worker must do a rake 

� Worker takes the black empty bucket and proceeds to stand behind dealer of the table 

� The dealer will notice the worker and eventually place a number of chips in the bucket 

� Worker takes the bucket back to counter  and counts the chips 

� Worker enters dealer name, table number and amount of chips 

� Worker must have leader Ray or Don count and confirm the amount of chips 

� Leader signs the sheet 

� Worker proceeds to enter the amount on the Rake page 

 

Blackjack Table Process: 

 

� Blackjack Tables start with one red and one yellow rack for a total of $600 

� Worker doesn’t receive cash for $600, but must enter the amount 

� Worker enters the $600 amount on the Games page 

 

Cash OUT Process: 

 

� Player requests at counter to cash in chips 

� Worker counts chips and requests leader to approve amount 

� Worker leaves chips on counter and proceeds to give the player the counted amount 

� Worker enter amount of return chips on Chips Out page. 


